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ABSTRACT
A method of calculating moments of distributions of limit points of certain
procedures for iterated random subdivision of finite intervals is applied to some
specific examples. Since the ranges of these distributions are finite, the moments, in
principle determine the limit distributions. Several specific applications are included.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present a simple method for calculating moments of random
variables representing the limit position resulting from certain procedures involving
iterated subdivision of a finite interval. The first procedure we consider was
described by Chen et al. (1984).
This procedure commences with observation of the value of a random variable,
Xl' uniformly distributed over the interval (0,1). One of the two resulting
subintervals (0,X 1) (X!,l) is chosen, with probabilities p, 1-p of choosing the longer
or shorter interval, respectively. Denoting the chosen interval by (L!'U 1), the value
of a random variable X2, uniformly distributed over (L 1,U1) and one of the two
subintervals (L 1,X2), (X 2,U 1) chosen according to the scheme just described. This
interval is denoted (L2,U2)' Continuing in this way, the length (Un-L n ) of the
chosen interval tends to zero with probability one as n -I Ill, so there is a limiting
value, Yp' to which both Ln and Un tend.
Chen et al. (1981) showed that the distribution ofY, is beta (",) (the 'arc
sine' law), and Chen et al. (1984) showed that the distribution of Y1 is beta (2,2).
[In this paper the 'beta (a,p)' distribution means the distribution with probability
density function
PX(x) = {B(a,p)}-l xa-1(1_x)P-1 (0 < x < 1).]
It is natural to conjecture that, for all p, Yp has (at least) an approximate
beta distribution. O'Connor et al. (1985) present results of a sampling experiment

strongly supporting this conjecture. The values of moments of Yp' presented in this
paper, provide further evidence supporting this conjecture, and also a remarkably
accurate conjecture of O'Connor et al. (1985) on the parameter value (a) for the
approximating beta (a,a) distributions.
Variants of this procedure, in which the value of p may not remain constant
for all iterations, are also considered.
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The method is also applied to a procedure studied by Kennedy (1988). In this
procedure, values of k mutually independent random variables, Znl'""Znk uniformly
distributed over (Ln,Un ) are observed and (Ln +1,U n + 1) chosen as the subinterval
(1) (min(Zn1,,,,,Znk)' Un)' (L n , max(Zn1"",Znk»' (min(Zn1"",Znk)'
max(Zn1,,,,,Znk)
with probabilities p, q, r respectively (p+q+r

= 1).

Kennedy showed that the exact

distribution of lim Ln (= lim Un with probability 1) is beta (k(p+r), k(q+r», by a
n-+m
n-im
different method.
In all cases, the initial interval is (0,1). Results for a general initial interval
(L O'U0) say, are easily established by a linear transformation.
[In an earlier application of the method employed in the present paper, the
authors (Johnson and Kotz (1990» attacked a problem introduced and studied by
Van Assche (1986, 1987). This concerned the distribution of a random variable, Z*,
"uniformly distributed between two random variables, Xl' X ", which means that
2
the conditional distribution of Z*, given Xl and X2, is uniformly distributed over the
range of values between Xl and X 2.]

2. MOMENTS OF Yp
We use an approach of a type suggested to Chen et al. (1984) by R. Pyke,
although it was not used by them to calculate moments. It is based on noticing that,
once the values of L1 and U1 are determined, the conditional distribution of Yp
(taken as the limit point of Ln in the present context) is the same as that of

We further note that;
(i) Yp has a symmetric distribution over (0,1). This is a very useful feature in
reducing the needed algebraic manipulation because (using the notation E[y r ] = p.',

p

r
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E[(Y p-ILi

l] = ILr )
I

(2.1)

ILl =

1

~.

.
0 I
3 I 1
dh
smce
IL3 = ,IL3 = ~ JL2 - 4' an ence

(2.2)
(2.3)

(ii) Pr[(Ll'U 1):: (O,X 1)IX 1 < ,] = Pr[(Ll'U 1):: (Xl'U 1)1X 1 > ,] = 1-p,
and Pr[(Ll'U1) :: (Xl'U 1) IXl < ,] = Pr[(Ll'U 1) :: (O,X 1) IXl > ,] = p.

(iii) Pr[X 1 < ,] = Pr[X1 > ,] = 1, and the conditional distribution of Xl' given
Xl < 1 is uniform over (0,,); given Xl > 1, it is uniform over (1,1).
Hence YP has the same distribution as a mixture of the distributions of four
random variables
WYp ' W + (l-W)Yp' (l-W)Yp and 1-W+WYp with probabilities

t(l-p),

,p,

1P

and

t(l-p) respectively,

where Wand Yp are mutually independent, and W has a uniform distribution over

(0,,) [and so (l-W) has a uniform distribution over (1,1)].
From the resulting equations (for all positive integers r)

(3) IL; = t(l-p) E[(WYpl] + 1 pE[{W + (l_W)Yp}rj + , P E[{(l-W)Yp}r]
+ t(l-p) E[(l-W+WYp l]
r
= t{(l-p)M 0 + P MO } +, }; (~) (pM _' , + (l-p)M. _')IL~

r,

,r

j=O J

r J,J

J,r J J

(where Ma ,b = E[W a (1-W)b]) we derive
r-1
1 pMr,O + (l-p)M O,r + J'~l (j) {pMr_j,j + (l-p)Mj,r_j}ILj
(4) IL; = ~------_......_ - - - - - - - - - - 1- (l-p) Mr,O - pM O,r
Values of Ma ,b are shown in Table I, for a + b

~

4.
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TABLE 1
a
b
0

0
1

VALUES OF M ,b = E[W a (l-W)b]
a
2
1
3
1
1
1

-rn

4

3

1

1

4

2

-rn

3

~

4

BU

5

~

7

1

BU

3

TIm

9"6
1

11

3U

9"6

15

~

4

13

TIm

31

Using equations (2), Table 1 and equation (4) with r = 2,4 we obtain
(5.1)

and
(5.2)

f1 (Y )
2 p

= 3(11-{)p)(151-204p +

60p2).

(7-{)p)2(79-30p)

[P2( = JJ.4/~) is the kurtosis index.]
From (5.1), we see that var(Y p ) decreases (from

k to k) as p increases from

o to 1.
If Yp had a beta (a,a) distribution, the value of a giving the correct value for

var(Yp) would be 2(7-6p)-1. It is remarkable that O'Connor et al. (1985) suggested
this formula for a on the basis of a sampling experiment. This value of a would give
the following 'nominal' value for {32'
(6)

'nominal' {32 = 3(1l-6p)(25-18p)-1.
Table 2 compares the actual values from (4.2) with the 'nominal' values of {32

from (6), for selected values of p.
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TABLE 2 ACTUAL AND 'NOMINAL' VALUES OR {i2

p
Actual
'Nominal'

0

{i2 1.287
{i2 1.320

0.1
1.315
1.345

0.2
1.348
1.375

0.3
1.388
1.408

0.4
1.438
1.449

0.5
1.500
1.500

0.6
1.580
1.563

0.7
1.687
1.645

0.8
1.831
1.754

0.9
2.019
1.909

The reasonably close agreement between actual and 'nominal' value supports the
conjecture that beta (2(7-6p)-1, 2(7-6p)-1) would be a good approximation to the
distribution of Yp ' As must be the case, there is exact agreement between actual and
'nominal' values when p = t, corresponding to beta(t,t), and when p = 1,
corresponding to beta (2,2). (See Introduction.)
The approximating beta distributions are U-shaped if 'nominal' {i2 < 1.8. If

fJ2 = 1.8 (corresponding to p = 5/6) the approximating distribution is uniform.
However, for p

= 5/6, the actual fJ2 is 17/9 = 1.889, so Y5/6 does not have a uniform

distribution, as O'Connor et al. (1985) correctly concluded. Heuristically, it can be
argued that, when p is small, it is very likely that the shorter subinterval (Ll'U 1)
will be chosen at the first stage, and then all subsequent intervals (Ln,U ) will be
n
close to 0 or 1. Also, since the limiting values (Yp) tend to be more spread out
(closer to 0 or 1) as p decreases, one would expect their variance to increase, as
already noted.

3. EXTENSIONS
The method described above can be applied in many circumstances. Here we
describe applications to slightly more complicated modifications of the procedure
analyzed in Section 2, and also to the problem considered by Kennedy (1988), and
described in the Introduction.
First, suppose that in the procedure described in Section 2, the probability of
choosing the longer interval alternates between PI (for odd-numbered stages, 1st,

1.0
2.14
2.14
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3rd, ,..) and P2 (for even-numbered stages, 2nd, 4th, ...). To deal with this, we
introduce two random variables:

y 2' representing the limit point for this procedure
and

Y2' representing the limit point for the complementary procedure, with

probabilities P2 for odd-numbered, and PI for even-numbered stages. The same line
of argument as that used in Section 2 leads to the conclusion that the distribution of
Y
",p is that of a mixture of distributions of

with probabilities HI-PI)' 1 Pi' 1 PI and HI-PI) respectively, while for r~ we have
a mixture of

with probabilities H1-P2)' 1P2' 1P2 and H1-P2) respectively,
We then get two sets of equations analogous to (4), namely
r-1
(7.1) ~~ = Hp1 Mr 0 + (I-Pi) Mgr } + 1 .E (r.) {P1 Mr-J' J'
J
,
J=
l'

and

+ (1-P2)Mj ,r_j} ~j + {(1-P2)
where

~j = E[Y~]

and

~j* = E[Y2~'

Mr,O

+ P2 MO,r}~~

The distributions of Y2 and Y are each

symmetrical over (0,1), so formulas (1) apply.
Working though the case r

(8.1)

= 2 in detail we obtain

2

7
and

u.:.. * -'-",

(8.2)

3-2P 2

8

+

1+6P2
u.:..
12 '-",

whence
3 39-6Pl-2P2-12P1P2
JJ.2 = ~ 144-(l+6P1)(1+6P2)

(9.1)
and
(9.2)
The variances are

(10.1)

391-30Pl-6P2-36P1P2
var(Y~) = if 144-( 1+6p1) (1 +6P2)

and (10.2)

391-6Pl-30P2-36P1P2
var(Y;) = if 144-(1+ 6P 1)(1+ 6P 2) .

Note that

so that

Values of JL4 and JL4 * can be obtained by solving the simultaneous equations

(11.1)

(11.2)

-k (1+30P1) JL4* = k (17-18P1) + h(5+ 6P1)JJ.2*
JL4 *- k (1+30P2) JL4 = k (17-18P2) + h (5+6P2)~ .
JL4

As a second example we consider extension to a Markov-style sequence, in
which the conditional probability of choosing the longer subinterval depends on the
choice at the immediately preceding stage. Suppose that the probability of choosing
the longer (shorter) subinterval is 0 if the longer (shorter) subinterval was chosen at
the immediately preceding stage - Le. the probability of repeating the same type of
choice (whether longer or shorter) is O.
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We now introduce two random variables, YLand YS' repreSenting the
position of the limit when we start (with interval (0,1» as if there had been a
preceding choice resulting in selection of the longer or shorter subinterval,
respectively. If the longer subinterval had been chosen, we would have YL'
distributed as a mixture of distributions of

with probabilities +(1-0), 10,10 and +(1-0) respectively. The distribution of YS is of
the same form, with

°

replaced by 1-0. Hence

and Jot;(Y s) is equal to a formula similar to the right-hand side of (11), with

°

replaced by 1-0.
Rearranging the formulas, we obtain

(12.1) (l-OM O,r )Jot'r (Y L) - (1-0)M r, 0 Jot'r (Ys)
r-1

=

HOM r,0 + (1-0)M O,r } + 1 j=l
E (~) {OM _ .. Jot~(YL) + (1-0)M. _. Jot~(Ys)}
J
r J,J J
J,r J J

and

r-1

= H(1-0)M r, 0 + OMO,r } + 1 j=l
E (~) {(1-0)M .. Jot~(YL) + OM. . Jot~(YS)},
J
r-J,J J
J,r-J J
As in earlier cases, the distributions of YLand YS are symmetrical over the range 0
to 1, so formulas (1) apply.
Taking r

(13.1)
and

= 2 in (12.1) and (12.2) we find
(1 -

h O)JJ.2(YL) - h(1-0)JL2(YS) = i (3-20)
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(13.2)
whence
337-260 .

J1-2(YL)

= ~ 137=820 '

var(YL)

= 4( 137=82 0) j

I

(14.1)
and

(14.2)
Also

(15.1)

85-740

and
61-260
var(YS) = 4(131=820) .

(15.2)
Note that

51J.2(YL)

+ lllJ.2 (YS) =

6 (for all 0)

and
var(YL) ~ var(YS) according as 0 St·
Values of J1-4(Y L) and J1-4(YS) can be obtained by solving the simultaneous
equations

(16.2) (80-0)J1-4(Y S) - 31(1-0)J1-4(Y L)

= +(508-9) + 46(1-0)IJ.2(YL) + 5001J.2(YS),

It is easy to visualize further alternative selection procedures along these lines.

Writing L for 'longer' and S for 'shorter', the special case just considered takes
Pr[choose LIL chosen previously]

= Pr[choose SiS chosen previously] = 0,

It would be possible to have two separate values - 0 and O , say - for these
1
2
probabilities. The necessarily analysis could be based on the same two random

variables, YLand YS, introduced above. On the other hand, increases in the order of
the Markov-type dependence, making probabilties depend on earlier, as well as
immediately preceding choices would call for additional random variables to achieve a
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solution. However, these extensions are straightforward, and can easily be
implemented.

4. ANOTHER TYPE OF PROCEDURE
As a final example we deal with a different type of selection procedure namely, that discovered by Kennedy (1988) and described in the Introduction. We
need a few preliminary results.
If zi ~ Z2 ~ .,. ~ Zk are the order statistics corresponding to k independent

standard uniform (0,1) random variables, then
(17.1)

E[Zi a(l-Zp b) = k(k+b-1)!a!/(a+k+b)!

(17.2)

E[Zia(Zk-Zi)b] = k(k-1)(k+b-2)!a!/(a+k+b)!

(17.3)

c
E[Zk ) = k/(k+c).
Denoting the limiting position of the left-hand endpoints of the chosen

intervals by X, the distribution of X is a mixture of distributions of
Zi + (l-Zi)X, Zk X and Zi + (Zk-Zi)X with probabilities

p,

q

and

respectively,

r

where X and (Zi ,ZQ are mutually independent.
s
Denoting E[X ] by JL~, we have
(18) p.~ = p E[{Zi + (l-Zi)X}s] + q E[(ZkX)s) + r E[{Zi + (Zk_ZPX's]

=

r

!tL
s !k E (kt
m JL s + (k+s)!
j=O J.
I

2)! {(k 1)(
-

+ ) + JP
. }t'j,

p r

11

Collecting together terms in IL~, we find
~ ~
r kfk-1) } ,
{1 -m - K+s - (k+s )k+s-IJ IL s

r

s!k s-l (kt 2)!
. ,
J.
{(k-1)(p+r)+JP}lLj

= (k+s)! j Eo
Le.

,

(18)'

l

IL s =

~! k
sE (k+~2)! {(k 1)( + ) + . } ,
(k+s-2 .I+r)+s-I) j=O
OJ:
P r
JP ILj

s-l
=A S E B·IL~
j=O J J
with

-

~liH ! k
.
- (k+~2)!
.
AS - (k+s-2):
+r) + s-I} , B j OJ: {(k-1)(p+r) + Jp}

8-2
IL s' 1 = As 1 E B ·IL~ we have, from (18)'
- j=O J J

Since

(19)

s-2
IL~ = As B s- 1 IL~-i + As . E BJ. IL J'·
J=O

= kkB.+r~
+r

+ s-l ,
+ s-I J.L s-1

In particular

, _ klp±!J ,_ lli±!l
k\I+rJ ILO - k\I+rJ

ILl -

From (19)

(20)
which is the s-th moment of the standard beta (k(p+r), k(q+r)) distribution. (Note
that (p+r) + (q+r) = l+r.) This is, therefore, the distribution of X, since it has
finite range and so is determined by its moments.
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